Winter Wonders
It might be cold and dark outside but life is still there. The plants and animals are recovering and
biding their time until the warmth returns. Visitors are arriving on our shores from further north.
Use this chart of natural events to take you through the winter and your observations will dispel
the gloom! Whether in your garden or a Royal Park, life’s richness continues.

Oak trees are one of the last to lose all their leaves each
year. Make a note of the date you first see a fully bare oak tree.
Draw an oak leaf and an acorn in the space below!

Late autumn sees the arrival of birds
from further north, winter visitors who
fly to our shores for the temperate
weather and plentiful food. Redcrested pochard can be seen on Hyde
Park’s Serpentine. Spot a bird you
don’t see in the summer.
Bird spotted:
---------------------

Blossom in winter! Keep an eye
out for the winter flowering
cherry, often spotted in parks.
There are many signs of global
warming but this is not one of
them. This tree is meant to flower
in winter.
Holly berries are a sign that
Christmas is around the corner!
Holly trees are dioecious,
meaning they have separate
male and female plants. You will
only find berries on the female
trees. The same goes for yew
trees, another evergreen.

Date: --------------------Where: ---------------------

Tick
Nothing says winter like a
beautifully frosted leaf in
winter, covered with unique
ice crystals. On a sparkly
morning take a close up
photograph and then draw
an ice crystal.
Tick
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Most of the UK’s small
mammals don’t hibernate.
Instead they stash seeds,
nuts and fruit to sustain them
through winter. In the corner
of a shed or under a log in the
park or garden you might find
a stash of hawthorn seeds
and cherry pips with perfect
little mouse bite holes!

As the short days of January progress, look
down. Pushing through the cold earth and rotting
leaves the bright green spears of snowdrop
shoots will be pushing upwards! And by the end
of January some may even be flowering.
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Date seen: ---------------------

Warmer days in late winter will see the
emergence of queen bumble bees, hungry
and needing to find the pollen and nectar of
early flowering snowdrops and crocus. There
may also be some early hover flies out!
Date seen: ---------------------
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Making observations through
the winter is not only fun but
also gathers valuable data for
researchers. Record dates and
locations and become a citizen
scientist, providing information
that will help scientists monitor
biodiversity and climate change.
We’d love to hear about your
discoveries and see your
photographs on our social media.

Snow! Who doesn’t like a
snowball fight or tramping through
a squeaky new snowfall? Make a
snow sculpture of your favourite
animal or insect and look out for
bird and animal footprints!

Just because the trees have no leaves doesn’t mean
they can’t be identified! Most deciduous trees have
visible buds throughout winter waiting to burst forth
with new growth in spring. Here are two. Can you
find and identify any others?
English oak
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Horse chestnut

